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Designing your Brand Success the way
an attentive potter cares for his craft.

Born in Chennai
WHAT WE DO
Marketing Campaigns
 CUSTOMER ENGAGEMENT
CAMPAIGN
 BRAND AWARENESS
CAMPAIGN
 LEAD GENERATION
CAMPAIGN
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ABOUT EFFE FAMILY
Integrated Marketing Agency
We at EFFE connect our clients to their market with simple, yet effective solutions. As
a Marketing and Communication Company, we have done many campaigns on Lead
Generation, Customer Engagement and Awareness.
Our client businesses, just like yours, are trying to be heard. In the present crowded
market it helps to have a marketing team in your corner. Being sales and marketing
strategists, we’ve teamed up with various clients to achieve their marketing goals and
today we’re renowned as one of the best branding agencies in Chennai.
We specialize in designing people centric social media strategies for startups,
Enterprises and Companies. Although our agency is relatively young, we have a team
of earnest young minds who look forward to delivering all your business needs
honestly and simply.
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YEAR 2017
Animation Studio

EFFE ANIMATION, formerly called KANNAN CREATIVE SOLUTION provides animation
services with new communication strategies, KCS was born as a standalone animation
studio in 2017. The sole purpose of our company was to develop animated videos and
3D graphical designs to all the technical sectors in Chennai. KCS offered 3D solutions
that comprised 3D Animation, 3D Rendered Images and 3D Print to all its global
automobile and auto ancillaries sectors. KCS team also launched a website
‘www.3danimation.in’ which was purely dedicated to serve the animation
requirements of both the technical and marketing concept videos for our customers.
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OUR BRAND SITES
Creative Communication Agency- A partner for all your business needs

EFFE ANIMATION is a creative and
communication consulting firm helps
business and companies with
services like website design,
animated video making, film making
and creative designs and concepts for
branding.
www.effeanimation.com
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YEAR 2018
Digital Marketing Agency
In the subsequent year of 2018, EFFE MARKETING was launched based on client
requirements for digital promotions and advertising on videos produced at 3D
Animation.in. We specialized in graphic customizations for numerous campaigns as a
part of our portfolio and carved a niche for ourselves in the marketing industry. We
challenged ourselves time and again to learn and build a strong marketing
network. Today, we’re experts at communicating client needs to customers in an
utmost efficient way at economical rates.
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OUR BRAND SITES
Digital Communication Agency- A partner for all your business needs

EFFE MARKETING is digital marketing
company helps business and
companies with services like media
planning and buying, website
marketing, video marketing, email
marketing and social branding.
www.effemarketing.com
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YEAR 2019
Brand Strategy Company
In 2019, EFFE CONSULTANCY PVT LTD was officially registered as an effective branding
and marketing agency in Chennai. Our strategic approach has led us to communicate
brand stories and contents in a simple yet artistic way through digital content and
captivating story telling. We create incredible content that connects brands with their
audiences. Whether its product planning, brand development or marketing and
distribution, we make sure your message connects. And because we strive to keep
your business goals as our priority, you’ll surely get the results you’re after. In due of
all our efforts, we were proclaimed as one of the top animation companies in India
mainly for our website www.3danimation.in.
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OUR BRAND SITES
Brand Strategic Agency- A partner for all your business needs

EFFE CONSULTANCY PVT LTD is an
effective sales and marketing
consulting firm with experience in
both digital and channel sales,
marketing and communication,
strategy planning and brand recall.
www.effeindia.com
www.effeconsultancy.com
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YEAR 2020
Visual Effects Studio
In 2020, EFFE consultancy develops into one of the top Chennai-based Marketing and
Communication companies among the people. Our approach creates impressive brand
stories and brand propagation that helps the client in both the marketing and
communication arena. In the year 2020, EFFEX STUDIO was launched based on the
client’s requirement for high-quality post-production services. We create videos to
match international standards as per the client’s requirements. Our brand
3Danimation.in serves all kinds of animation requirements for both technical and
marketing concept videos that make us stand on top of the best animation companies.
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OUR BRAND SITES
Visual Effects Studio- A partner for all your business needs

EFFEX STUDIO We merge creativity,
with a blend of animation, live
capture and visual effects to enthrall
audience towards the brands we
work. Brand reputation depends on
the visualization of its brand value
and marketing strength.
www.vfxstudio.in
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YEAR 2021
Film Production Company
In the succeeding year of 2021, FILMYADS was launched based on the client
requirement for producing the advertisements to embrace the complete story-telling
experience. FILMYADS found a market gap among the ad agency and video advertising
companies, that very few are providing high-quality ad film concepts. We adapt the
needs of every client and build an innovative emotional connection to provoke the
audience. Our team of Ad filmmakers, movie directors, and creative thinkers joined
together to deliver inspiring videos to achieve client’s marketing goals and, now we
have become renowned as one of the best branding agencies in Chennai.
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OUR BRAND SITES
Film Production Agency- A partner for all your business needs

FILMYADS An AD Film making and
advertising company. FILMYADS
focuses on Emotional Concepts for
Selling Brands. Unique branding and
marketing approach assured with
FILMY ADS Concept.
www.filmyads.com
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FUTURE
A Complete Technology Driven Company
In the future, EFFE TECHNOLOGY aims to create a revolution in the marketing industry
and online platforms. We are a technology-driven company delivering great user –
experiences and customer engagement programs currently. We work for 3D
technology like AR, VR and MR, serving product manufacturers, software companies,
IT businesses, and startups to build dynamic connections. We have developed 3D web
applications, marketing strategies, and content promotions to achieve our client’s
business objectives. Our services can help you to plan and deliver 3D EXPERIENCE to
maximize scalability and performance.
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OUR BRAND SITES
Technology Company- A partner for all your business needs

EFFE Technology Creates 3D
EXPERIENCE WEBSITES and
APPLICATIONS for marketing using
technology like AR, VR and XR. 3D
Web Applications are developed here
at EFFE Technology. We offer 360
video for VR and 3.js websites for
product companies.
www.effe.technology
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OUR CLIENTS

OUR CLIENTS

OUR TEAM

Let's meet and talk
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Let’s create Marketing Campaigns that evokes
positive emotions in customer.

EFFE CONSULTANCY PRIVATE LIMITED.
Location: 3A, Zafrullah Towers, 3rd Floor, Angappa Naicken Street, Parry’s Corner , Chennai 600001, Tamilnadu, India.
Phone: +91 44 4861 3594 Mobile: +91 99621 61661 Email: contact@effeindia.com, sales@effeindia.com Website: www.effeindia.com

